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This is a Confidential Report prepared by 
Radian Systems Limited

for our Client
Wokingham Borough Council and Wokingham Town Council

This Report has been written and produced 
by Radian Systems Limited

Copyright © Radian Systems Limited 1984/2018

The right of James R. Johnston to be identified as the 
author of this work has been asserted by him in accordance 

with the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.

All rights reserved. No reproduction copy or transmission 
of this publication may be made without written permission.

No paragraph of this publication may be reproduced, copied or 
transmitted save with written permission or in accordance with 

the provisions of the Copyright Act 1956 (as amended).

The Report contains opinions and recommendations written and presented in good 
faith based on field work and Interviews held with key personnel Involved at various 

stages of the Wokingham Market Place Project.

It Is the Client`s responsibility to check the validity of the content and to decide 
whether to Implement any of the Recommendations within the report
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Executive Summary
This Lessons Learned Consultancy report was initiated by Councillor 
Philip Mirfin and commissioned by WBC to discover what could be taken 
from the experience of delivering the Wokingham Market Place Project – 
and more importantly what could WBC do differently on their Capital 
Projects going forward. There is a determination that WBC continues to 
develop as a “Learning Organisation” by providing greater certainty of 
outcome, better service levels and increased value to the Community.
The WBC team is currently engaged on future capital projects amounting to 
approximately £450 million of infrastructure works. The experience of 
delivering the Market Place project is already contributing to a number of 
practice and procedures now being adopted within these schemes and 
projects.

Key findings: -  

01. The original Vision for the Market Place regeneration was delivered 
successfully although the management of the project could have 
been improved.

02. The procurement process used the National Civil Engineering 
Framework, which is a SCAPE procured contract. This proved to 
be a valuable procurement method. The Project was delivered 
under an NEC contract. 

03. The construction budget was shared equally between WBC and 
WTC through a memorandum of understanding. We understand the 
project was delivered within 5% of the overall budget. In future 
closer monitoring will provide greater fiscal certainty.

04. The planned delivery programme was exceeded due to delays in 
commencement of construction and the management of below-ground 
services. The forecasted completion date should have been changed 
and communicated at an earlier stage accordingly.

05. The Design management process could have been improved by 
passing the responsibility and risk to the Contractor rather than the 
Client taking over (in the absence of the original WSP project 
manager).

06. The Quality of the finished Project is impressive and has created the 
impact and changes envisaged by the Council.

07. Project Management became an issue from the time WSP withdrew 
the original PM and this decision continued to cause difficulties 
during the life of the project. 6
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08. Responses from the public have been largely positive to the 
finished outcome. Subsequent concerns about accessibility are 
currently being addressed through routine safety audit 
considerations .

09. It is recognised by all parties that there is considerable scope to 
improve efficiencies within WBC. This is already being addressed 
by an increase in collaborative working on the future capital 
projects. 

10. Greater certainty could have been obtained by the Client if the form of 
contract were changed to Design and Build.

7
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Methodology
The methodology we have followed included extensive field work focusing 
on interviews and meetings with key personnel involved in the Market 
Place project. This was conducted over 20 field days at Wokingham.
Additionally, there were a number of Radian team meetings including 
online sessions with key players to progress the consultancy project.

Project Review Workshop
A Market Place Project review workshop took place at Cantley House 
Hotel, Wokingham on the 20th of September 2018. This was attended by 
representatives from WBC, WTC, WSP and Balfour Beatty Construction. 
Key Topics included Budget, Programme, Quality, Risk management, 
Design management, Communication and Decision Making. 

The delegates worked in 4 separate teams to discuss their own 
experiences and to make recommendations and list actions for the future. 
We recommend that the actions and views of the 4 teams should be 
taken into account as part of this Lessons Learned review. 

The feedback from the workshop is included In Appendix 1.
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Findings and Recommendations
Vision – Translating an ambitious Vision into reality is a major challenge 
to any organization, the team should be recognised for their achievements.

Managing the implementation process and the people involved in the 
Project is key to successful delivery. The market place was particularly 
challenging since it was always a `live project` with traffic and pedestrians 
needing to be cared for and managed - and wide open to public scrutiny. 
From our interviews it was universally agreed that the outcome of the 
completed project matched the original Vision and has made an 
extremely positive impact on the Town.

Recommendations – WBC and WTC (the Client) should continue 
to develop further ideas for the innovative use of this exciting new 
facility. There should be an on-going campaign to communicate the 
benefits and increased opportunities the project brings to the Town. 
Highlighting the enhanced appearance and additional facilities for 
both Public and Business will contribute to a sense of pride in this 
historic market town.

Contract & Project Procurement – The project was procured under 
the SCAPE Framework. It is important to recognize that the Schemes 
and Projects let and awarded under SCAPE are delivered through the 
strictures of formal Contracts. The contract for the Market place was let 
as NEC 3 Option A. This meant that the Contractor was responsible for 
the `build` with the client being responsible for Design through their 
professional partner. The Client team appointed Balfour Beatty 
Construction as main Contractor and WSP for Design and design 
management. The Client undertook initial Utilities surveys through a 
specialist sub-contractor. In hindsight the client would have been better 
to have let a Design & Build contract to avoid any resultant delays.  
The paving system was specified by WSP and procured from Marshalls. 
Safety was recognised as paramount, not just to the delivery teams, but 
also to the Public and all parties interfacing with the project. There was 
1 reported accident under (RIDDOR) (Reporting of Injuries, Diseases 
and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations) when a subcontractor 
sustained an injury to his foot. A performance management programme 
was employed, and the results measured and monitored. SCAPE KPI’s 
were used for this scheme under schedule 6 of the Framework 
agreement. These included product, project and relationship 
performance. However more could have been done in this area. 

9
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In the early stages (pre-start) there was close liaison and a strong 
working relationship between Balfour Beatty and WSP`s project 
managers - especially during planning for the project. Unfortunately, 
the contract lost continuity when WSP`s project manager was 
unexpectedly reassigned to other duties. This knowledge and 
influence were greatly missed and had an on-going impact on the 
contract performance. 

As a consequence, the Client found it necessary to directly appoint a 
project manager which gave the Client increased responsibilities and 
created additional risk with attendant uncertainty of outcome. 

In our opinion unnecessary levels of risk were taken by the Client. It 
may have been possible to assign risks relating to the below-ground 
services and even the overall Design responsibilities to the 
Contractor.

Recommendations

• We recommend that whenever possible there should be 
greater continuity of personnel. In future WBC should make 
every effort to appoint the right delivery vehicle for the job. 

• We recommend that the Contractor should become responsible for 
Design through a Design and Build contract (D&B) - thereby 
reducing Client risk. Whilst recognising this, it is likely to be more 
costly in the first instance, but this would provide greater certainty of 
outcome including Cost, Program and Quality. This could be 
expected to contribute to a reduction in decision delay as well as an 
improvement in relationship management.

• We recommend joint attendance by the Client and Contractor teams 
to specialist workshops to ensure a shared understanding of the 
management and administration of the New Engineering Contract 
(NEC) form of Contract. This would contribute to a more collaborative 
relationship and speed up decision making.

Design – Design and Design management was a major issue on the 
Market Place project. Initially WSP was responsible for Design on 
behalf of the Client. WSP unexpectedly withdrew their project manager 
which had a seriously adverse effect on the entire project. Design 
decisions were subsequently made by the Client in the absence of the 
WSP project manager. This meant ownership of the Design 
responsibility being unavoidably taken directly by the Client. A 
recurring design and risk topic were the issues of Utilities and below-
ground services. There was some confusion between WSP, Client and 
Balfour Beatty about responsibilities for the location and identification 

10
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of Utilities. This uncertainty delayed the start of the project, which 
subsequently had consequences for budget and project completion 
dates. 

Recommendations
• Contractual risk could have been reduced by the Client if the 

Contractor were made responsible for Design and Design 
management. Uncertainty could be further reduced in future if the 
form of contract were design and build (D&B). The contractor may 
have been willing to take the risk on Utilities and below ground 
services thereby improving certainty of cost and programme 
delivery. There is of course an upfront cost involved in taking this 
route, but it needs to be weighed against Client risks being mitigated 
and greater certainty being achieved

Project Management – The Project was managed by WBC through their 
own resources due to the unexpected withdrawal of the WSP project 
manager. WBC therefore became responsible for much of the design, 
supervision and risk management. This meant that WBC took 
responsibility to appoint a replacement project manager. The project 
subsequently experienced contract administration issues causing 
additional delays which had a knock-on effect in extending the 
programme and delaying completion. Relationship management suffered 
as problems continued to emerge causing Collaboration to be adversely 
affected. A significant example included the Change management 
process not being adhered to within the contract conditions. This caused 
decision delay, budget and programme overruns and relationship 
difficulties.
Recommendations

• Our recommendation going forward is that the Client should take an 
enhanced role of supervision (expanding resource resilience and 
capacity accordingly) but reduce exposure to project management 
delivery activities.

• Project management responsibilities can more effectively be 
shared between the Client the Contractor and the Professional 
team by creating a Collaborative working environment.

• Sharing project information in real time would directly improve 
communication and create better informed decision making. We 
recommend all parties follow contract administration protocols.

• Attendance at weekly/monthly review meetings should be 
mandatory. 

11
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Stakeholder Management - Stakeholders are a priority for WBC /WTC. 
The Client team are well aware that people who have a stake in the 
project need to be kept informed of its vision and purpose – and the 
progress being made to deliver the project objectives. Managing 
stakeholders can become difficult if their expectations are not 
realistic and realised.

It appears that Stakeholder management was well planned and resourced 
by the provision of forums, newsletters and information made available on 
the Website. 

The Client teams were aware that Stakeholders included the local 
Community and the Businesses of the town. Stakeholders were kept 
informed of progress and planned activities by the regular issuing of 
Newsletters and updates to the website. However, there were some 
important issues, including the delayed start and consequent late 
programme delivery, that do not appear to have been as well managed or 
adequately communicated.

The Contractor equally has important responsibilities in managing the 
Stakeholders. Balfour Beatty is experienced in this area of management and 
for the future infrastructure schemes and projects they intend to take a more 
prominent role. For more information on this topic see the Communication 
strategy included in Appendix 2

It is commonly accepted that it is better to `undersell and overdeliver` 
than to raise expectations and fail to achieve critical outcomes. 
Perhaps it was felt better not to admit to problems and delays at the 
time - it is not unusual to hope for (or expect) a better outcome.

Recommendations - In future we recommend that information on 
project performance be communicated openly but sensitively. We 
recommend that `bad news` be communicated early. This avoids 
surprises and gives the project team greater control and credibility 
when making difficult decisions.  

The project structure was quite complex being co-sponsored by WBC and 
WTC. We recommend in future having one agreed point of contact for the 
stakeholders to engage with and one set of agreed messages going out to 
the stakeholders.

Balfour Beatty were appointed as main Contractor for the delivery of the 
project. In future BB could play a more coordinated role in stakeholder 
management. They are experienced and respected in this area and are 
offering a greater contribution to communication in future. 12
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Effective communication is central to managing stakeholders` expectations 
by providing an understanding of the project objectives -both short term 
and longer term – and making stakeholders aware of any shortfall in 
planned delivery.

• The Project managers could have taken a more active role in 
stakeholder management by ensuring that the Client was aware of 
progress issues and delays to programme completion.

• In future a greater degree of internal collaboration between the 
WBC PM and the Contractor, with clear escalation procedures 
would help overcome the issues of decision delays, reporting gaps, 
communication and risk management.

Quality – Great care and attention was given to ensuring that the products 
used were able to achieve the ambitious vision for the regenerated Market 
Place. Samples were provided by the supplier and installation methods 
were agreed in order to receive long term performance guarantees. The 
project delivered to a high standard of Quality in the finished product. The 
visual impact has had a positive effect on the Town Centre. However, there 
was some public frustration expressed during the life of the project; traffic 
was delayed and disrupted and access to the Market Place was difficult. 
None of this should have been unexpected and in retrospect could have 
been better communicated and managed. These negative experiences can 
impact on the Community`s perception of the Project.  However, as the 
community becomes familiar with its new surroundings the project 
becomes the new norm. Enthusiastic positive feedback was informally 
received from the public during the recent Winter Carnival event in the Town 
Centre. 

Client, Engineer and Contractor ensured that the project met the original 
vision. Dedicated supervision of the subcontractor and regular project 
walkarounds and inspections were a feature of Quality control. A review 
was conducted at project completion to determine any outstanding issues. 
A current review relating to Accessibility is being conducted. 

Recommendations - Credit should be given to the combined team for 
producing an outstanding result. Our recommendation for future capital 
projects is to create a formal Quality Plan linking product /specification and 
processes to a people plan.

Delivering Client Certainty – We understand that the Project was 
ultimately delivered within 5% of the budget and to the specification 
expressed in the original Vision. The client however experienced degrees 
of uncertainty during the Project delivery. 

13
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Greater certainty can be achieved by a more formal reporting regime 
based on agreed Contract administration standards. Financial and 
Commercial reporting is provided as a matter of course by the contractor 
under the NEC form of contract. Regular attendance by all Parties should 
be mandatory to weekly / monthly project reviews. These reviews should 
include challenging performance on programme, budget, quality, 
relationship management and safety. Better controls would result, 
creating greater client certainty by identifying any issues in real time.

Working Methods on site – Due to the withdrawal of WSP the project 
management roles were taken on by WBC. A project manager and 
supervisor were appointed along with contractor Balfour Beatty. Issues 
of Communication, Collaboration, Site behaviours and decision delays
contributed to poor relationships between the parties. This caused conflict 
both internally and externally due to non-aligned values and behaviours.
This resulted in programme delays and deteriorating relationships 
between the teams. Unfortunately, this had a negative impact on the public 
perception of the Project. However the contractor worked around planned 
events in the Market Place. 

• Our recommendations for the future calls for the Contractor 
taking full responsibilities for Engineering and onsite delivery - 
with enhanced supervision being provided by the Client. We 
recommend an agreed Charter of   shared values and 
behaviours at each level in project delivery to encourage 
Collaborative working.

Collaborative Working – The contract was let under NEC 3. This form 
of contract calls for the parties to work well together. During the project 
delivery there were examples a lack of co-operation.

• This would be improved if there was a formal appointment of a senior 
executive responsible (SER) for relationship management, liaison and 
resolution of potential conflict. Early contractor engagement (ECE) 
and early design involvement (EDI) would contribute to
better collaboration and understanding of each other’s roles 
and responsibilities. Collaborative working would help improve 
relationships, increase understanding and encourage teams to 
support each other.

Communication Strategy – A communication strategy was in place and 
provided information about the project to the community through Public 
forums, Working groups, Awareness campaign and WBC website. WTC 
took an active role in communicating with the community and local 
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businesses. This was served by weekly technical updates. Articles were 
published in local newspapers from time to time and both Councils 
included the information in their newsletters. Balfour Beatty hand 
delivered letters to make the community aware of late night working. The 
communication was largely interpreted as ‘transmission’ of information 
without sufficiently highlighting the purpose and benefits of the project. 
The client has identified the need for a Single Voice to deliver information 
to the community. Internally in WBC the teams tended to work in silos 
which meant that the teams were not always effectively communicating 
progress and issues relating to the project.

Recommendations
• Going forward revised working practices have already been 

adopted, including  a formal communication strategy discussed and 
agreed between WBC, WSP and Balfour Beatty. All parties should 
be clearly informed and updated about project progress and issues 
before any updates are send to the stakeholders and community. 
The WBC communication team has recently been reinforced and 
co-located and they wish to engage further with the Comms teams 
at WSP/BB to ensure that information is communicated clearly and 
in plain English to all. 

• We recommend a similar approach to that of WTC’s newsletters 
where difficult messages should be communicated in timely 
manner

Programme management – The purpose of the programme is to 
monitor and forecast progress and needs to be clearly 
communicated to all the responsible parties. The Market Place 
contract was delivered late but this was not adequately 
communicated. Programme overruns primarily were caused by the 
issue of Utilities which caused a delay to the start of the contract 
whilst the parties debated responsibility. This continued during the 
delivery of the project. The project experienced delays which 
impacted both the Client and the Contractor. Decisions were also 
taken by the WBC PM taking Design responsibilities which meant 
that the client became responsible for Design issues. Decision 
delays directly impacted the programme which caused cost 
increases and project delays. 

Recommendations - The contract programme should have been 
aligned with the Design and Client programme to highlight any 
potential delays in real time. Communication needs to be improved 
making the parties aware of progress. This would have identified 
slippage. In future the Programme should be regularly updated and 
communicated to all stakeholders by identifying key Milestone dates

15
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Risk Management – Risk management was a contentious issue on the 
project. The Client was exposed to unnecessary risk and uncertainty. 
Although a risk workshop took place which created a scoring mechanism 
to identify the most severe risks and their consequences the client 
continued to take and retain too much risk including potential 
reputational damage.

Recommendations
• In future risk could be mitigated by passing more responsibility to the 

contractor. Examples of risk were the client retaining responsibilities 
for Design (in the absence of WSP) and Utility management through 
their project manager. If the contract had been awarded to Balfour 
Beatty as a D&B greater risk would have passed to Balfour Beatty 
giving the client greater certainty.

Governance – The Project was largely delivered within the Governance 
policies and standards of WBC. Due to the complex structure and the 
relationships between WBC, WTC, WSP, Highways and Regeneration 
teams inevitably a degree of uncertainty was caused. WSP’s withdrawal 
of the Project manager role and the transfer to WBC’s PM and the 
changed relationship with Balfour Beatty all contributed to a lack of 
certainty between the parties. There were some concerns about
implementation and monitoring of the Governance policy. There was a high 
level Town Centre Co-ordination Board, which had a very wide remit covering 
co-ordination between Market Place and a number of other Town Centre 
Schemes. Given the scope of issues covered, length of time involved, 
uncertainty about the make-up of the Project Board and how the overall 
project was administered, governance could have been tailored better to fit 
the needs of the delivery of the projects at a more practical level. In addition, 
the makeup of the Project Board changed from time to time which affected 
how the contract was monitored and tracked affecting good Governance. 
There is an opportunity to reconsider the  roles and responsibilities of key 
personnel by reviewing their functionality and value contributions.

Recommendations - In future the form of contract could be changed to 
D&B. This would ensure better accountability, improved Governance  
through better decision making. Introduce a shared and agreed policy to 
cover future projects which meet the standards of each of the parties. This 
would need to be clearly communicated and accepted by all the parties 
involved. A stable Project Board would ensure that, communications, 
change & risk management, project progress, disputes, CE (compensation 
events) EW (Early warnings) and the impact that these have on final delivery 
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are managed effectively by the Project Management team.

Budget Management and Reporting – We understand that the initial 
contractors cost estimate for the scheme was £4.6m. Through value 
engineering and taking on some elements of risk the Council managed to 
reduce the costs to £4.2m. We understand that the project was completed 
at a figure of approximately £4.4m which, whilst being approximately 5% 
over the £4.2m budget, is still a saving on the original contractors cost 
estimate. In our opinion the project management team should have provided 
the budget controller with more regular updates. The team is now aware of 
the need for increased budget monitoring and financial reporting. There 
were handover issues between WSP to WBC. This caused concerns over 
documentation and tracking of the project. Balfour Beatty submitted a 
monthly rolling account through CEMAR (specialist document, project and 
financial management software) – which predicted outcome cost. These 
were presented to WBC’s PM but not always actioned in a timely manner. 

Recommendations - There is an opportunity to improve tracking, 
monitoring and escalation of project costs and forecasting of outcomes. 
This can be achieved through exception reporting and progress reports 
highlighting specific issues during the delivery of the project. Identifying 
and managing Key milestone dates is an essential part of this reporting 
process. This would help to avoid potential surprises and would encourage 
difficulties to be resolved during the project cycle. The CEMAR cloud 
based contract management system was considered a success by all the 
parties and should be adopted fully in future. A clearer understanding of 
how items are closed and actioned would improve the reporting further. 

Community and Business Owners Overview – A major investment was 
made by the Client in communicating regularly with the community. As 
evidenced by the Newsletters and valuable comments from WTC. We 
understand that WBC and WTC have maintained records of complaints 
and requests from the public to resolve any contentious issues. These 
were dealt with by the parties. The Client regularly engaged with the 
community and stakeholders through public forums and working groups. 
Open communication has been implemented during the life of the project 
to record any concerns or issues related to the delivery of the project. 
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Future Recommendations
There are opportunities for improved performance in future by adopting 
a more formal approach to Collaborative Working. Working well together 
would contribute to better Programme, Design and Budget management 
providing greater certainty and better Governance.

01. A clear understanding of the contract (NEC 3 D&B) should be 
communicated to all parties. Going forward a joint workshop 
should be arranged to ensure in-depth knowledge of the contract 
and its administration - including understanding individual and 
team roles and responsibilities.

02. Improved Project management – Clear roles and responsibilities 
need to be agreed and implemented. Document control could be 
improved to cover Design revisions and Change management. 
Phased work should be understood, and key milestone dates 
should be clearly communicated.

03. Budgetary and Financial control management – This can be 
improved by creating a more formal reporting process through 
sharing information (CEMAR), conducting regular reviews and 
identifying issues early to avoid any unwelcome surprises.

04. Design Management should become the responsibility of 
the contractor - Design Programme to be aligned to 
Contract Programme. Design criteria to be established – 
Safety by Design, Buildability, Aligned to Planning. 

05. Introducing Collaborative Working with all stakeholders sharing 
objectives - Shared vision and values – Creating a shared culture 
and a Team charter. This would create more certainty and reduce 
risk by having a better working relationship. 

06. Improved dispute resolution & timely Decision making. The 
process should concentrate on looking for solutions and options 
for quick resolution of the issues. Introduce a dispute resolution 
process with agreed authority levels and time limits.

07. Introduce Self-Managed Teams. Encourage greater responsibility 
and accountability by each of the teams who contribute to the 
planning and delivery of the project. Managers need to develop 
the teams and provide direction and support by monitoring 
performance and keeping the teams on track. 

08. Create formal Relationship Management to enable Collaborative 
18
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Working to succeed. Introduce and maintain a `one team` 
approach communicating openly with all teams.

09. Improve Governance, agree and introduce formal processes and 
systems. This would determine clear roles and responsibilities. The 
reporting regime should measure performance, creating actions to 
ensure that the policies of the Client Group are delivered.

10. Health, Safety, Environment and Quality Management – This 
has been well managed and is a key value of each of the 
parties. The teams should continue to focus on building and 
maintaining this enviable Safety and Quality culture & reputation.

Introducing Collaborative Working 
Consider creating a Joint management team to encourage 
communication, shared working and the ability to challenge each 
other. 

It may be useful to start with 4 Simple Joint Objectives.

01.Improve the quality of the collaborative relationship within the 
schemes and projects. Identify and deliver prioritised 
measurable agreed targets. Develop a No Surprise culture 
across the framework. 

02. Deliver each scheme/project of the framework within budget - on 
time and to agreed quality standards. Clarify agreed output targets 
and how these are measured. Identify and deliver performance 
improvement measures.

03. Develop and maintain integrated teams across the Framework.
Improve the effectiveness and timeliness of decision making within 
the Framework and with all stakeholders. Ensure adequate 
resources are provided. 

04. Develop and implement an agreed communication strategy designed 
to highlight the benefits and understanding of the Framework 
objectives. Challenge each other – ensure the right person for the 
job– eliminate duplication of tasks

19
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Implementing the Recommendations
01. Arrange a `Collaborative–Integrated` Team workshop at the start of 

each new project or programme. Agree performance targets 
relating to scheme KPI’s. Create a Live Risk Register with 
mitigation plans and Roles and Responsibilities assigned. To 
improve certainty, increase open communication, regular 
reporting, monitoring and notification of exceptions and develop 
plans to get back on track.

02. Agree targets for key performance areas (KPI’s) on each project 
including Budget, Quality and Programme. For example – Cost 
and Value tracking, identify gaps on a weekly basis with getting 
back on track – Implement a Quality plan, getting it Right First 
Time (RFT). Delivery of a quality product with no defects at 
handover – Communicate the programme to all stakeholders, 
involve all team members. Keep the programme up to date with 
progress reporting and Change Management. Measure against 
targets, Keep it simple.

03. Setup a Joint Management team (JMT) drawn from BB, WBC 
and WSP (and/or any other partners). Introduce self-managed 
teams with shared objectives.
Avoid blame culture – Make people accountable. Deliver on values 
and behaviours from agreed Charter and Code of Conduct. Avoid 
decision delay – agree decision making process with authority 
levels and time limits. The JMT should be encouraged to challenge 
the teams to ensure the delivery of these objectives.

The Team should refer to the outputs from the Market Place review 
workshop to implement the recommendations and actions and produced 

20
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Appendices
Appendix 1 
Wokingham Project Close out WS – Summary & Feedback

Wokingham Market Place
Project Close Out

September 20th, 2018 - Feedback & Summary

© Radian Systems Limited 1984-2018

Agenda
12:00pm Welcome and Working Lunch 

Introduction & Workshop Objectives

Project Overview – Client and Contractor view 
Significant Events – Cause and Effect (Team discussion) 
Project Highs & Lows (Team discussion)

13:30 Team Discussions Topics
- Risk Management - Anticipated & Actual
- Design Management
- Change management
- Client & Stakeholder Management
- Programme Management
- Commercial & Contract administration
- Collaborative Working – Values and Behaviours
- Effective Communication

14:30 Presentation and Feedback

15:15 Tea Break

21
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Agenda
15:30 Decision making – Decision Delay 

Impact – Consequences – Accountability 
Managing Resources
Authority Levels – Delegation & Responsibilities

16:30 Presentation and Feedback

17:15 Lessons Learned
- Best Practice
- What we will do differently
- Celebrating Success 
Action Planning

18:00 Workshop Close

22
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© Radian Systems Limited 1984-2018
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Team Topics

• Team 1 – Programme Management – Commercial and Contract admin

• Team 2 – Risk Management – Design Management

• Team 3 – Collaborative Working – Client and Stakeholder Management

• Team 4 – Change Management – Effective Communication

Team 1

24
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Team 1 – High and Lows

Highs Lows
• Quality of the finished product aligned with 

the vision
• Changing Public perception now the project 

is complete
• BB/WBC/WTC built good working 

relationships at a higher level
• Parties have been active problem solving

• Media Negativity during construction
• Under estimated the impact on business
• RIDDOR (worker broke foot during 

construction)
• The survey data provided at design stage 

was not always accurate
• Shop Front Design changes were ongoing 

issues during construction
• Workforce had to deal with Anti-Social 

Behaviour from public
• Extreme Weather Snow / Very hot summer

Team 1 - Programme Management
Planned

Contract price and programme agreed 
around 5 phases of construction.

All utilities to be diverted before main 
construction commences

Actual

Utilities start late.

Subsequently contractor starts later. 
Political pressure to start despite all 
utilities not being diverted.
Programme becomes an 18 Phases of 
construction not 5.
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Team 1 – Programme Management
• There was a programme in the contract (CL 31)
• A monthly programme was issued every month (CL 32)

• These were rejected at first à no reasons given, WBC unwilling to accept
• WBC later understood the contract requirements and started accepting monthly

• Agreed phasing not understood by customer
• Expectations on areas different to contract
• Customer requests to change phasing

• No Key Dates Contract. However, probably should have been as there were some expectations 
that were not aligned with delivery programme. Contractual Key Dates would have ensured they 
were a requirement

• WBC / WTC / Councillors awareness of programme. However, these were issued every month 
and reported against in progress meeting. Only PM attended progress meeting

RECOMMEND: ATTENDANCE AT PROGRESS MEETING
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Team 1 - Commercial and Contract Admin
• Increase in project costs of about 25-30% due to realization of risk or changes made during 

construction

• Despite a large amount of change. Contract administration was poor and there was no formal 
instruction (PMI – Project Managers Instruction) until end of project

• PM not conforming to NEC behaviours

• Poor management of risks à did improve until later in contract following intervention

• Use of CEMAR to help administrate the contract– good and positive experience

• NEC training was provided by SCAPE as part of contract – good

©Radian Systems Ltd 1984-2018

Team 1 - Commercial and Contract Admin
• Contractor often paid late / WBC incurred interest charges

• SCAPE contract has some good– social values + KPIs. These were largely met and should be 
publicised

• Good management of final costs and rolling final account - ‘No surprises in our turn cost for 
customer’

• Clean cut at completion – Minimal legacy Issues – Good quality

RECOMMEND: SETTING UP PROJECT BOARD ESCALATION WILL ALLOW HIGHER LEVEL 
ENGAGEMENT WITH CONTRACTOR TO ENSURE MIDDLE PARTIES COMMUNICATING CORRECT 

MESSAGE TO SENIOR FIGURES

©Radian Systems Ltd 1984-2018
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© Radian Systems Limited 1984-2018

Team 1 – Recommendations on Decision 
Making

• All decision making was channeled through WBC PM
• PM needs to make decisions in a timely manner
• WBC PM has all authority under contract
• Did WBC understand its governance – implement SLA (service level agreements)
• Do WBC PMs understand their ‘Role and Responsibility’
• WBC PM to keep to timescales in Contract

• Needs to have an escalation procedure
• Back up decision making with Formal communication
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Team 2

Team 2 – High and Lows

Highs Lows
• Attention to detail during construction
• Contractor managed to coordinate around 

Market Place ‘Events’ alongside construction 
build

• Increased governance for issue resolution
• Multiple value engineering proposals were 

provided by the contractor during 
construction.

• Workforce maintaining productivity during 
hot weather – Some local business providing 
drinks to workforce

• Change of WBC PM. Why did this happen?
• Delay on Delay through contract changes
• Expansion joint queries & resolution 

remained unresolved for some time. Should 
not have been a big issue, but late decision 
impacted end date and pressurized 
resources

• Poor management of contract change and 
expectations

• Workforce took a lot of abuse from public
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Risk
Team 2 - Risk Management Review

Materials – Suppliers
• Utilities
• Unforeseen ground conditions – old buildings/ road (extent)
• Pedestrian / Business management
• Third party works
• Time of year
• Contingency
• Conservation
• Resource Skills

©Radian Systems Ltd 1984-2018

Team 2 - Risk Management Review
Mitigation

• EWNS – Risk management – Site meetings – instructions – off-shelf products 
limiting risk to future maintenance

Managed

• Increased governance – strategic level

• Skills – different procurement route for setting up of sub-contractor

©Radian Systems Ltd 1984-2018
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Team 2 - Design Management

• Investigation vs Cost & Extent. Further investigation could have been done. However, this would have 
had an increase cost before the scheme was agreed to proceed

• Design had to be undertaken on incomplete asset data responses

• Apportioning Risk – Cost & level.

• Scope – limitations (events, deliveries, parking, conservation)

Different option?

• Design & Build. Contractors often take the risk for design and are engaged in design and build 
contracts. This was a customer design and to be managed by the customer. Were WBC best 
positioned/resourced to manage this?

©Radian Systems Ltd 1984-2018
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Team 2 – What are the successes to take 
forward

• Contract management tool i.e. CEMAR
• Change management driven by above
• Need to uphold NEC Values
• Client resource – Ratio and Min levels. Were the right people appointed?
• Sub contracts – what works / what doesn’t. Were the right sub-contractors appointed?

Avoid
• Maintain vision of project – don’t lose sight of vision.
• Personality impacts were an effect on this project
• Protracted design / change process were an effect on this project
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© Radian Systems Limited 1984-2018

Team 3

Team 3 – High and Lows

Highs Lows
• Opening Broad street. Pressurized date.
• First night of cleaning – colour impact seen!
• First area of Yorkstone laid
• Starting! Been a long build up

• Not all the planned trees could be planted
• Trial by social media
• Opening of Denmark street and the negative 

reaction
• (Un)collaborative relationships
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• Big gap emerged with change of WBC PM
• Confrontational with new PM (no shared ownership)
• Became contractual .
• Break in continuity
• Protracted decisions / no decisions – no access to designer
• Unclear direction
• Ego’s
• Clash of personality
• Clash within client between WBC-WTC – and within WBC & WSP
• Clear information sharing to town council from Project was missing

Construction

Team 3 – Collaborative Working

• Team too big
• Lacking right skills
• Leader lacked leadership ability
• Lots of discussion – NO FOCUS
• Step change when RB of WSP joined - Reality Check

• Much smaller team
• More of the right people
• Decision Making
• Early contractor involvement
• CW (BB) positive addition

Team 3 – Collaborative Working

Preplanning

Design and Development
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Team 3 – Collaborative Working

Team 3 - Client and Stakeholder Management

• WTC communication to public was positive & regular / reliable
• Information from contractor for Comms
• Accessibility (+ve/-ve)
• Realisation of vision
Improvements recommended
• Managing expectations
• Joined up REGEN and Market place message. Message split within WBC at times
• Comms responsibility (complaints)
• Communication ability

©Radian Systems Ltd 1984-2018
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© Radian Systems Limited 1984-2018

Team 3 - Client and Stakeholder Management

Improvements recommended

• Plan ownership of stakeholder management following change in staff

• Shared responsibility – Standing together

• Joined up stakeholder management

WBC + WTC + BB

©Radian Systems Ltd 1984-2018
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Team 3 – Recommended Actions

• Right governance including escalation
• Clear accountability and Responsibility
• Records of decisions / agreements
• Authority levels defined
• Decisions – clear – empowerment
• Continuity
• THE RIGHT PEOPLE

Team 4
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Team 4 – High and Lows

Highs Lows
• First visible paving placed
• Mosaic installation
• Events management around construction 

works
• Public Support

• Broad Street opening
• Trees! – Not all tress planted
• Repeated Decap
• Public Support and social media

Team 4 - Change Management
• Slower than expected especially where decision requested to WSP
• CEMAR – Paid for by Highways

ØReduced paperwork, improves awareness
ØWSP put on CEMAR. Contractor engagement with designer was blocked by PM

• High Change Events volumes
• Market town
• Three Interfaces

• Cost (UP) increase
• Planning / design for future
• Time + Cost (Up) increase – Long term cost (Down)
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Effective Communication
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Team 4 - Actions

• The right resource at the right time

• Consistency or continuity of resource

• Plan for handover & interface / overlap

• Identify the required skills and characters

• Look at delegated funding levels to allow for direct action

• Define + use Governance

• Customer attendance progress meetings recommended

Wokingham Market Place
Project Close Out

September 20th 2018 - Feedback & Summary
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Appendix 2 Market Place Newsletters
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Jim Johnston

     e. jim.johnston@radiansystems.co.uk

Aravind Ramanan

e. aravind@radianscore.com

Jane Robarts

    e. jane.robarts@radiansystems.co.uk 
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Notes:
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